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Overview / Executive summary

This document reviews the opportunities and plans for quantum enhancement of OPM sensitivity within
the macQsimal project. We first survey quantum enhancement techniques that have been developed in
the context of other applications such as optical interferometry for gravitational wave detection and
atomic clocks. We then describe existing and potential applications of these techniques to quantum
enhancement of OPMs. We discuss challenges specific to quantum enhancement of atomic sensors with
particular attention to high-sensitivity OPMs. We identify important open questions that condition the
utility of quantum enhancement in practical OPM scenarios: the utility of squeezing in optimized
instruments, and the compatibility of squeezing techniques with the strongly-interacting media found in
high-sensitivity OPMs. Finally, we describe two technologies for quantum enhanced OPMs being
developed within macQsimal WP4, and one supporting research activity. The technologies are 1) a subpT/Hz1/2 OPM with squeezed light probing to operate beyond the photon shot-noise level and 2) a cavityQED enhanced OPM with sub-mm3 interaction volume to study measurement-induced spin squeezing.
The supporting activity studies the possibility of generating spin squeezing in high-density SERF-regime
atomic vapors.

2

Survey of existing quantum enhancement techniques

Quantum sensitivity enhancement was first discussed in the 1960s, and has been intensively studied as
one of the main topics of quantum optics since the early 1980s. This work has largely focused on optical
interferometry, of interest for gravitational-wave (GW) detection, and atomic clocks. Because an OPM
combines a persistent atomic system with an optical readout, many of the techniques developed for
either the purely-optical GW application or the purely-atomic clock application are relevant to OPMs.

2.1 History and definitions
Since the pioneering work of Braginsky [1] and Helstrom [2], it has been understood that quantum
mechanical noise sources in sensors will determine the ultimate sensitivity in measurement of classical
quantities such as displacements or low-frequency magnetic fields. Braginsky noted the importance of
noise introduced by the measurement itself and showed that properly-designed measurements, called
”quantum non-demolition” (QND) or “back-action evading” (BAE) could avoid this excess noise source
[3]. Helstrom provided a formal theory of quantum measurement applied to quantum systems subject
to unknown influences (such as fields). In recent years this approach has become an important subject of
study in quantum information, known by the name “quantum metrology” [4]. The use of speciallyprepared “squeezed states” with quantum noise below the normal levels was proposed by Caves [5] in
the context of gravitational wave detection, and the successful use of squeezed states in interferometric
gravitational wave detectors such as GEO600, LIGO and VIRGO [6, 7] has shown that the technique can
provide a real-world benefit in demanding applications.
Optically pumped magnetometers have fundamental quantum noise in two elements of the OPM:
photon shot noise (PSN) associated with the probe light and the atomic shot noise (ASN) or “projection
noise” (PN) associated with the atomic spin ensemble. These are closely related to the concept of the
standard quantum limit (SQL). Despite being a central concept in quantum sensing, the SQL has at least
three definitions, which coincide in some but not all scenarios.
As concerns the Braginsky approach and BAE measurements, the SQL is the quantum noise level in a
naïve but technically perfect measurement. I.e., the noise level that would be observed in a measurement
that had no sources of excess noise, and employed the “naïve” measurement strategy of continuous
monitoring, with consequent back-action noise.
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As concerns the Helstrom approach, the SQL is the noise level when the sensor uses a naïve but
technically perfect state. For example, in the context of optical measurements, the SQL would be the PSN
present in the output of an ideal laser with no excess noise. A squeezed state is a state with noise in some
observable below the corresponding SQL. This definition applies equally to optical states as to so-called
spin-squeezed states [8, 9], which are spin states of atomic ensembles with spin noise below the ASN
level.
As first shown by Sørensen et al. [10] and extended by many others [11], spin squeezing is only possible
when at least some of the atoms are entangled. For this reason, in quantum information contexts the
SQL is often taken to be the minimum noise level possible with fully-separable states, such that a noise
level below the SQL indicates entanglement.
A sensor can thus have sensitivity beyond the SQL in at least two ways: by outperforming a naïve
continuous measurement, or by employing squeezed states. The latter may be squeezed states of light
or squeezed states of atoms, a.k.a. “spin squeezed states.” The two approaches are in fact closely linked,
because QND measurement of a spin ensemble is often employed to produce spin-squeezed states [1214], and squeezed states of light are predicted to improve the performance of optical QND
measurements. For the purposes of this document, we will use the term “Quantum enhancement” to
indicate any combination of back-action evasion and use of metrologically relevant squeezed states that
improves sensitivity.

2.2 Quantum noise in atomic sensors
atomic

light source

detection
medium

Figure 1: Components of an atomic sensor.
An atomic sensor typically consists of an atomic system and optical auxiliary systems for preparation and
detection of the atomic state. Considering only the atomic component, a great variety of atomic systems
have been developed as sensors, including gases, vapors, liquids, laser-cooled gases, Bose-Einstein
condensates, and atoms dispersed in solid matrices. The optical methods for preparing and measuring
the states of the atomic system are also quite varied, and include optical pumping, spin-exchange optical
pumping, dispersive and absorptive readout in many geometrical and temporal variations. Quantum
enhancement has been studied in very few of these geometries, and is difficult to make generalizations
about the potential of quantum enhancement. Nonetheless, a few canonical models have emerged for
thinking about the role of quantum noise in atomic sensors [15].
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Figure 2: Schematic of a prototypical quantum sensing protocol with two level atoms in a Ramsey
interferometer. Diffuse blue represents the statistical distribution of a pure quantum state on the Bloch
sphere as it proceeds through different stages of the interferometry. Squeezed states have reduced
uncertainty in one or more components.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of interferometry in the Bloch sphere representation. The injection of
squeezed vacuum into the “dark port” of the first beamsplitter produces a squeezed state of the light in
the two arms of the interferometer, in analogy to the spin-squeezed state illustrated in Figure 2.
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Much of the prior work on quantum enhanced sensing concerns sensors with only a single component
contributing quantum noise [16]. For example, in an atomic fountain clock, see Figure 2, the atomic
projection noise can be limiting, and can in principle be improved by spin squeezing. In an optical
interferometer, see Figure 3, the quantum noise of the light (photon shot noise) may be important, but
quantum noise in other components, in particular quantum noise of the mirrors and other macroscopic
objects that determine the optical path and thus the interference condition, is typically negligible. In both
of these applications, the quantum system, consisting either of atoms or photons, is first prepared, then
experiences a transformation such as a phase evolution, and is then destructively detected. Further
measurement repeats the cycle beginning with the preparation of a new ensemble of particles.

L

R

↑
collective spin

F
↓

!

Figure 4: Schematic representation of an OPM operating by Faraday rotation. Centre: A linearly-polarized
probe beam passes through an atomic ensemble and experiences a rotation of its plane of polarization by
and angle proportional to Fz, the projection of the collective spin of the ensemble along the beam axis.
The atomic spin signal and quantum noise (lower row of spheres, with ↑ and ↓ representing spin states)
can be understood by analogy with the atomic clock states illustrated in Figure 2. The optical rotation
(upper row of spheres, with L and R representing left and right circular polarization) can be understood
by analogy with the optical interferometer illustrated in Figure 3. Because quantum noise affects both the
atomic and optical components of the OPM, there are two opportunities for quantum enhancement.
In contrast, an OPM typically re-uses the atomic component, both the atomic material per se and the
quantum state, which is typically neither deterministically prepared, nor destructively measured. Rather,
the state is continually pushed toward a state of significant polarization by optical pumping, and
continuously but non-destructively read out by an optical probe. An elementary consequence of this is
that the OPM contains two quantum systems (atoms and photons) in interaction, and both ASN and PSN
can play a role in determining the sensitivity, as illustrated in Figure 4.
This two-system character of the OPM provides opportunities both for quantum sensitivity enhancement
using optical squeezing, in instruments where PSN is an important contribution, and spin squeezing, in
instruments for which ASN is important. As a general rule, the smaller the number of particles involved,
the more important is the quantum noise. For this reason, atomic quantum noise is expected to become
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more important for miniaturized sensor volumes, and optical quantum noise more important in scenarios
of low probe power.
Spin squeezed states were first proposed for spectroscopy and atomic clocks [9]. QND measurement was
first proposed in the context of mechanical oscillators [3] being used at the time for gravitational wave
detection.

2.3 Quantum enhanced measurement with squeezed light
Caves [5] first noted the role of quantum vacuum fluctuations in determining the noise in an optical
interferometer and proposed methods to reduce this noise using squeezed states. His central insight was
that in an interferometer of the sort then being considered for gravitational-wave detection (what would
become the LIGO GW detectors), what appears as “shot noise” due to the discrete arrivals of
uncorrelated particles (photons), can equally and more usefully be described in terms of noise properties
of fields. In these interferometers, the detector receives a strong input from a laser, which interferes with
a weak and noisy contribution from quantum fluctuations in other modes of the field. When those other
modes are in the state of quantum vacuum, the vacuum fluctuations, interfering against the laser field,
produce a noisy signal with all the noise properties (including the strength and the “white” spectrum) of
the shot noise model. Unlike the shot-noise model, Caves’ analysis allows for squeezed states, which have
fluctuations below the vacuum state level. When these interfere with the laser’s contribution, the result
is a signal with noise levels below the shot noise level.
The practicality of squeezed light enhancement in applications is clearly demonstrated by the
gravitational wave detectors GEO600 [7], LIGO [17] and VIRGO [18], all of which have employed and
continue to employ squeezed light to boost sensitivity.
The same insights apply to a wide variety of interferometers, as well as to basic detection strategies such
as homodyne detection. Of particular interest to OPMs based on polarization rotation, a polarization
rotation measurement using balanced detection is analogous to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI),
and the Caves analysis applies directly.
2.3.1.1

Physical processes to produce optical squeezing

Several nonlinear optical processes have been demonstrated to reduce PSN below the shot noise level.
These include parametric amplification by three-wave mixing, parametric amplification by four-wave
mixing, two-photon absorption, optical Kerr nonlinearity, and optical self-rotation. Despite an intensive
study of such processes in the 1980s, following Caves’ proposal for improvement of gravitational wave
detection with squeezed light [5], the earliest-demonstrated processes remain the most commonly used.
Parametric amplification with three-wave mixing [19] employs a short-wavelength pump laser and a
𝜒 (2) nonlinearity, typically from a non-centrosymmetric crystal. In the most common, “single-mode
squeezing” scenario, the pump frequency 𝜔𝑝 = 2𝜔 is the second harmonic of 𝜔, the frequency to be
amplified. In this scenario, the parametric process produces an amplification of one quadrature
amplitude and de-amplification of the other quadrature amplitude. When fed with vacuum, which has
equal noise in each quadrature, the output has one quadrature with noise below the vacuum noise level,
which is also the SQL, as ideal lasers and vacuum have the same quadrature noise level.
The 𝜒 (2) parametric amplification can be produced in a crystal that is transparent to both 𝜔 and 2𝜔, and
introduces very little excess noise. The achievable squeezing is then limited by losses in the parametric
amplification optics and any other losses prior to photo-detection. In the context of gravitational-wave
detection, squeezing of up to 15 dB below the SQL [20] have been demonstrated at 1064 nm. With proper
choice of crystal, quadrature squeezing can be produces by this method at a very broad range of optical
frequencies. In particular, such squeezed light sources are tunable, which allows them to be matched in
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frequency to the lasers of existing instruments, e.g. in gravitational-wave detection, or tuned to any
desired point relative to an atomic line. It should be noted, however, that lower degrees of squeezing
have been demonstrated at shorter wavelengths, e.g. 5.6 dB of quadrature squeezing at 795 nm [21, 22].
Parametric amplification with four-wave mixing [23] employs a pump laser and a 𝜒 (3) nonlinearity. In
atomic sensing contexts, atomic media (warm vapors, laser-cooled atoms, atomic beams) have been used
as nonlinear media for their extremely large 𝜒 (3)nonlinearities. In other contexts, squeezing by four-wave
mixing has been produced in optical fibres using short-pulse lasers and the 𝜒 (3) nonlinearity of the silica
fibre itself. Experiments with hot vapors have demonstrated high degrees of relative-intensity squeezing
[24] and moderate relative-intensity squeezing at frequencies below 10 Hz [25]. It is also possible to
produce quadrature squeezing in this way [26], but the degree of squeezing is not large. It should be
noted that when implemented in an alkali vapor, the technique is only effective at a particular frequency
within the Doppler-broadened spectrum of the D1 line.
Another squeezing technique developed in hot vapors is polarization self-rotation (PSR). This is also a
four-wave mixing technique that employs the strong resonant 𝜒 (3) nonlinearity available with atomic
media. As with other atomic 𝜒 (3) processes it can be produced at low optical power, and is limited to a
narrow range of optical frequencies. In contrast to the works just described, PSR employs a single beam,
and induces correlations between the minority Stokes parameters of the beam. For example, a
horizontally-polarized beam will have large S1, and only quantum fluctuations in S2 and S3. After the PSR
process, the fluctuations in S2 and S3 will be correlated, in such a way that a linear combination of these,
e.g. (𝑆1 + 𝑆2)/√2, will be squeezed [27-29]. Unfortunately, as with quadrature squeezing by FWM in
vapors, the degree of squeezing producible in this way appears to be limited.
2.3.1.2

Cavity enhancement

For weak optical nonlinearities, optical resonators are commonly employed to allow the light of interest
to pass multiple times through the nonlinear optical medium, and thereby experience a stronger
nonlinear effect, leading to stronger squeezing. Such devices, consisting of an optical resonator around a
nonlinear optical medium producing parametric amplification, is an optical parametric amplifier (OPA),
also called a sub-threshold optical parametric oscillator (OPO). Squeezing is highly sensitive to losses, and
any loss within the resonator is, like the nonlinear optical effect, experienced multiple times by the
resonated light fields. For this reason, the achievable squeezing in cavities is highly dependent on the
quality of mirror surfaces and coatings, as well as anti-reflection coatings on the surfaces of any
transparent elements inside the resonator.
2.3.1.3

Monolithic and semi-monolithic cavities

For squeezing at NIR wavelengths, the principal limitations are losses in the OPA cavity and the relatively
low gain of nonlinear optical materials that are transparent at the shorter atom-resonant wavelengths.
Low gain can be fully compensated by higher pump power with a correspondingly higher cost and
complexity. To reduce intra-cavity losses to the minimum (intrinsic losses in the nonlinear materials),
monolithic OPA designs have been developed [30, 31], but to date are not widely employed. So-called
“semi-monolithic” designs, in which one face of the crystal is used as a mirror surface while the other is
anti-reflection coated, are nonetheless widely employed.
2.3.1.4

Generation of polarization-squeezed light

Many OPMs strategies employ optical polarization rotation and balanced detection as a means to observe
atomic spin precession. In these OPMs, the detected optical variable is a Stokes parameter, and it is
natural to ask whether Stokes parameters can be squeezed. As noted in Section 2.3.1.1, PSR is a process
that naturally produces small amounts of polarization squeezing at specific frequencies. A more versatile
method is to combine quadrature squeezed vacuum of one polarization with a coherent state (laser
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output) of the orthogonal polarization [32-34]. Both methods have been applied for quantumenhancement of OPM sensitivity [35], [36].

2.4 Spin squeezing
It was first understood in the context of ion-trap spectroscopy that spin-squeezed states can be used to
reduce atomic shot noise [8, 9]. In many ways, the analogy to optical squeezing is surprisingly close,
considering that light is described by an infinite-dimensional quantum field, whereas the internal state of
a collection of atoms is described by a finite-dimensional quantum-mechanical wave function. One
central insight is the existence of generalized uncertainty principles for spin components. Starting with
the commutation relations for spin components [𝐽𝑥 , 𝐽𝑦 ] = 𝑖 𝐽𝑧 and cyclic permutations, the Robertson1
Schrodinger relation 𝛿𝐴 𝛿𝐵 ≥ |〈[𝐴, 𝐵]〉|, where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are quantum mechanical observables, implies
2

1

an uncertainty relation 𝛿𝐽𝑥 𝛿𝐽𝑦 ≥ 2 |〈𝐽𝑧 〉| and cyclic permutations. This is analogous to the uncertainty
1

relation 𝛿𝑋 𝛿𝑃 ≥ 2 that constrains the uncertainties (and hence the noise) of optical quadrature
amplitudes X and P for any given mode of the optical field. We consider, for example, a fully-polarized
state of N spin-1/2 atoms, known in the context of spin squeezing as a coherent spin state (CSS). If this
state is polarized along the Z direction, so that 〈𝐽𝑧 〉 = 𝑁/2, then the uncertainty relation reads 𝛿𝐽𝑥 𝛿𝐽𝑦 ≥
𝑁/4. Indeed, the fully-polarized state saturates this inequality, as 𝛿𝐽𝑥 = 𝛿𝐽𝑦 = √𝑁/2, with the
consequence that the angular uncertainty is 𝛿𝜃 = 𝛿𝐽𝑥 /〈𝐽𝑧 〉 = 1/√𝑁. This defines the SQL for a spinbased measurement using rotation on the Bloch sphere. This “atomic shot noise” level can be surpassed,
as there exist states with uncertainty 𝛿𝜃 = 𝛿𝐽𝑥 /〈𝐽𝑧 〉 below this level. Such states are said to be squeezed
by the Wineland criterion, which concerns the angular uncertainty, and not the spin component
uncertainty per se.
Spin squeezing concepts can of course be applied not only to true spins, but also to pseudo-spins, which
may be defined with reference to sets of discrete states available to a bosonic system. For example,
considering two possible states L and R, which might be occupancy of the left and right wells of a double
well potential, we can define
𝐽𝑥 =

1 †
(𝑎 𝑎 + 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝐿 )
2 𝐿 𝑅

Eq. 1

𝐽𝑦 =

𝑖
(𝑎† 𝑎 − 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝐿 )
2 𝐿 𝑅

Eq. 2

𝐽𝑧 =

1 †
(𝑎 𝑎 − 𝑎𝐿† 𝑎𝐿 )
2 𝑅 𝑅

Eq. 3

where 𝑎𝐿 , 𝑎𝑅 indicate annihilation operators for the left and right wells, respectively. We see that these
satisfy [𝐽𝑥 , 𝐽𝑦 ] = 𝑖 𝐽𝑧 and cyclic permutations, and thus will have the same uncertainty relations as a real
spin system. In the same way, pseudo-spin operators can be defined for identical bosons in any pair of
states.

2.4.1 Generation of spin squeezing by coherent dynamics
As described above, optical squeezing is achieved by nonlinear optical processes, which is to say by
interactions among photons. It is natural to expect that spin squeezing can also be produced in this way.
Indeed, coherent dynamics have been exploited to produce spin squeezing in two distinct scenarios: in
Bose-Einstein condensates [37-40], where coherent interactions can be produced by ultra-cold collisions,
and in cavity-QED setups, in which atoms interacting with the same field mode can experience an
effective interaction [41, 42]. This latter scenario is referred to as “cavity squeezing.”
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Dynamical spin squeezing by coherent collisions in BECs

For example, atoms of a single species in a double-well potential can be described by the Hamiltonian
𝐻𝐷𝑊 = 𝜅(𝑎𝐿† 𝑎𝑅 + 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝐿 ) + 𝑐(𝑎𝐿† 𝑎𝐿† 𝑎𝐿 𝑎𝐿 + 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝑅 𝑎𝑅 )

Eq. 4

where 𝑎𝐿 , 𝑎𝑅 again indicate annihilation operators for the left and right wells, respectively, 𝜅 describes
the tunnel coupling, and 𝑐 describes the collisional energy, 𝑐 > 0 for repulsive interactions. For constant
𝑁 ≡ 𝑎𝐿† 𝑎𝐿 + 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝑅 , we find that
𝐻𝐷𝑊 = 2𝜅𝐽𝑥 + 2𝑐𝐽𝑧2 + const.

Eq. 5

For 𝑐 > 0, the ground state of this system is the one that minimizes a linear combination of the inter-well
coherence 𝐽𝑥 and the number difference variance 𝛿𝐽𝑧2 = 〈𝐽𝑧2 〉 − 〈𝐽𝑧 〉2 (note that by symmetry the ground
state will have 〈𝐽𝑧 〉 = 0). For this case, we see that simply cooling to the ground state in this scenario will
produce a squeezed state satisfying the Wineland criterion.

Jz
Jy

Figure 5: Spin squeezing by the single-axis twisting Hamiltonian.
Other methods to generate squeezing with ultracold collisions employ specific Hamiltonians to evolve
from a fiducial initial state to a desired squeezed state. For example, the so-called “single-axis twisting”
Hamiltonian
𝐻𝑂𝐴𝑇 = 𝛼𝐽𝑧2

Eq. 6

Can be generated from Eq. 5 by setting 𝜅 = 0. As shown in Figure 5, this produces a shearing of the
uncertainty distribution on the Bloch sphere describing the pseudo-spin, and converts easily-prepared
spin coherent states to spin-squeezed states.
BEC squeezed states have been used for quantum enhancement in interferometric sensing [43, 44],
although to date BEC sensors themselves have not found practical applications, in part due to the
complexity of the experimental apparatus necessary to produce them.
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Dynamical spin squeezing by cavity-mediated interactions

Figure 6: Spin squeezing by cavity-mediated interactions. Figure from [41]. The coupling laser (“Probe”,
blue in figure) is tuned to a frequency that is simultaneously red- (blue-)detuned from the F=1 (F=2) ground
hyperfine state, and blue detuned from the cavity resonance. In this configuration, the circulating power
1
in the cavity 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑣 is linear in the atom number difference 𝐽𝑧 = 2 (𝑛2 − 𝑛1 ). At the same time, the light
shift on the F=1 (F=2) state is negative (positive), described by a term in the Hamiltonian 𝐻𝑐𝑎𝑣 ∝ 𝑃𝑐𝑎𝑣 𝐽𝑧 ∝
𝐽𝑧2 . In this way, the driven cavity creates an effective pairwise interaction among the atoms, leading to the
same dynamics and squeezing illustrated in Figure 5.
In proper conditions, a driven optical cavity can create an effective two-body interaction among atoms
coupled to the cavity mode. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The resulting spin dynamics strongly resemble
what can be produced with ultra-cold collisions, but does not require quantum degeneracy. The
achievable squeezing does, however, strongly depend on the uniformity of the coupling to the cavity
mode, and the highest performing experiments to date have used cold atoms confined to optical lattices
with periods commensurate to the period of the cavity mode, e.g. a lattice with spacing of ½ 1560 nm for
a cavity mode with spacing ½ 780 nm [42, 45].

2.4.2 Generation of spin squeezing by non-destructive measurement
Precise, non-destructive measurement of an atomic system provides another method of generating spin
squeezing. OPM technologies often include a precision measurement of the atomic system, and in many
cases, this is also a non-destructive measurement. As a result, some OPM techniques appear likely to
generate and benefit from spin squeezing without any special modification. Measurement-induced
squeezing has been extensively studied in model systems [13, 45-49] and explored in the context of DC
magnetometry in cold atoms [48] and RF magnetometry in vapors [50-52] and cold atoms [53].
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Figure 7: illustration of non-destructive measurement effects on the quantum uncertainty of a spin state,
where the collective spin is 𝐹. The initial state (left panel) describes a state fully polarized along y, with an
isotropic spin uncertainty distribution. The optical measurement provides information about 𝐹𝑧 , reducing
its uncertainty (middle panel). The accompanying measurement back-action causes a small random
rotation about the 𝐹𝑧 axis, increasing the uncertainty of 𝐹𝑥 (right panel).
In the spirit of the Faraday rotation measurement illustrated in Figure 4, we consider an interaction by
which the Stokes parameters (𝑆𝑥 , 𝑆𝑦 ) are rotated by and angle 𝜙 = 𝐺 𝐽𝑧 . To have a simple quantum
mechanical model for this, we can consider a pulse of light, and define the Stokes operators
𝑆𝑥 =

1 †
(𝑎 𝑎 + 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝐿 )
2 𝐿 𝑅

Eq. 7

𝑆𝑦 =

𝑖
(𝑎 † 𝑎 − 𝑎𝑅† 𝑎𝐿 )
2 𝐿 𝑅

Eq. 8

𝑆𝑧 =

1 †
(𝑎 𝑎 − 𝑎𝐿† 𝑎𝐿 )
2 𝑅 𝑅

Eq. 9

where 𝑎𝐿 , 𝑎𝑅 are now annihilation operators for left- and right-circularly polarized photons, respectively.
Clearly, these also obey angular-momentum commutation relations [𝑆𝑥 , 𝑆𝑦 ] = 𝑖𝑆𝑧 and cyclic
permutations. For small 𝜙 the polarization rotation can be described by the input-output relation
𝑆𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑦𝑖𝑛 + 𝐺 𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑛 𝐽𝑧𝑖𝑛 .

Eq. 10

The LHS is directly observable, for example with a polarimeter consisting of polarization optics and
differential photo-detection as shown in Figure 4. The first term on the RHS is the input value of the
Stokes operator, which in a classical description and in the usually-adopted balanced condition is zero.
The quantum fluctuations of this variable are equivalent to PSN, and this first term is the optical quantum
noise contribution to the measured variable. The second term is the signal, proportional to the atomic
variable of interest 𝐽𝑧 times 𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑛 , which for a linearly-polarized input is simply the number of photons
over two.
This measurement of 𝐽𝑧𝑖𝑛 has an error variance of
var(𝐽𝑧 )𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 𝐺 −2 𝑆𝑥−2 var(𝑆𝑦𝑖𝑛 )

Eq. 11

and thus, results in a post-measurement state with variance
var(𝐽𝑧𝑜𝑢𝑡 |𝑆𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) =

1
1/var(𝐽𝑧𝑖𝑛 ) +

𝐺 2 𝑆𝑥2 /var(𝑆𝑦𝑖𝑛 )

+ 𝑁𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠

Eq. 12

Where 𝑵𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔 is any excess noise contributed by the measurement, for example due to incoherent
scattering of photons. In contrast to what happens with dynamical squeezing, this is a conditional
variance: it describes the remaining uncertainty when one knows the outcome of the measurement. The
measurement has, in colloquial language, “collapsed” the system to a state with smaller uncertainty.
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If the uncertainty relations are to be preserved, this reduction of uncertainty in 𝐽𝑧 is necessarily
accompanied by an increase of uncertainty in 𝐽𝑥 , due to the commutation relation [𝐽𝑧 , 𝐽𝑥 ] = 𝑖𝐽𝑦 . That is,
accompanying the effect of atoms on the light, which makes possible the measurement, there must also
be a “measurement back-action”, i.e., a dynamical effect of the light on the atoms. To understand this,
we note that Eq. 10 can be derived as the action of a Hamiltonian
𝐻𝐹𝑅 = 𝑆𝑧 𝐽𝑧

Eq. 13

which acts for a time 𝐺/ℏ. Computing the effect on 𝐽𝑦 (again in the regime of small rotations), we find
𝐽𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐽𝑥𝑖𝑛 + 𝐺 𝐽𝑦𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑧𝑖𝑛 .

Eq. 14

We note that this contains 𝑆𝑧𝑖𝑛 , which for the linearly-polarized input we are considering has zero mean
and a variance determined by PSN. We see that the same interaction that decreases reduces uncertainty
of 𝐽𝑧 increases the uncertainty of 𝐽𝑥 as required to preserve the spin uncertainty relations.

2.4.3 Effect of repeated non-destructive measurement

Figure 8: Evolution of the spin uncertainty for a spin state precessing about a B-field along the x-direction,
when subjected to repeated non-destructive probing of the 𝐹𝑧 spin component. The measurement back
action, a sequence of random rotations about the 𝐹𝑧 direction put uncertainty into the 𝐹𝑥 component,
while the measurement reduces uncertainty in both the 𝐹𝑧 and 𝐹𝑦 components, allowing greater precision
in determining both the evolution of the azimuthal angle and the amplitude.
A number of OPM strategies, including Bell-Bloom and FID subject the spins to repeated non-destructive
measurement as the spins precess. This scenario has been studied with cold atoms [14, 54], and shows
the interesting behaviour that the spin state uncertainty is reduced in both the radial and azimuthal
directions, see Figure 8. As the spins precess, the signal is determined by these two components in linear
combination, but the out-of-plane component, which becomes uncertain due to measurement backaction, has no effect on the measurement. This interestingly represents a scenario in which continuous
QND measurement, as it would be normally applied in an OPM, potentially leads to significant quantum
enhancement without side effects due to measurement back-action.
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Challenges and open questions

3.1 Quantum enhancement of optimized atomic sensors
Due to uncertainty relations, squeezing of one variable inevitably introduces additional noise into
another variable. Similarly, back-action evading techniques necessarily limit the scope of a measurement,
in order to avoid introducing back-action noise into the measurement record. While it is clear that these
trade-offs are beneficial in model scenarios, and even in the relatively simple in-practice scenarios
encountered in gravitational-wave detection [7, 17], it remains to be shown that these quantum
enhancement techniques are beneficial under optimized conditions for a system as complex as an OPM,
in which an atomic and optical system interact.
The importance of this point should not be understated: if quantum enhancement provides an advantage
under some operating conditions, but not at the optimum operating point, then traditional methods,
normally simpler to implement than quantum enhancement, will be at least as effective as quantum
enhancement at improving the sensitivity.

Figure 9: Effect of polarization squeezing on a single-beam magnetometer’s sensitivity. Figure from [35].
An important illustration of this point is shown in Figure 9, taken from [35]. That work implemented a
single-beam OPM with pT/rtHz sensitivity and a single-beam squeezer operating by polarization selfrotation. They found that the use of squeezed light in their OPM improved magnetometer sensitivity at
low atomic densities, but worsened it at higher atomic densities. At the optimal atomic density, the
sensitivity was unchanged (to within experimental precision) by the application of squeezed light. The
cause of this response to squeezed light could not be determined in that experiment. Because atom
number density is typically an adjustable parameter used to optimize sensitivity, this provides an example
in which quantum enhancement by squeezed light is of limited utility, despite providing some advantage
in some range of parameter values.
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Figure 10: Spin noise spectra (SNS) with and without quantum enhancement by polarization squeezing.
Stronger and weaker peaks correspond to 85Rb and 87Rb, respectively, and rise from a white shot-noise
background. The effect of the squeezing is to reduce the background, which makes the SNS more visible.
Relevant features of the SNS peaks are the centre frequency 𝜈𝐿 and the linewidth 𝛥𝜈.
var(Δν)
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Figure 11: Quantum advantage in SNS under optimized conditions. Figures from [55]. Left panel shows
model-derived sensitivities (variances in the maximum-likelihood estimator) for the line centre 𝜈𝐿 and
linewidth 𝛥𝜈 as a function of number density and probe power. In both cases a global optimum can be
identified, which indicates a best sensitivity for the measurement using any classical resources. Red
vertical line shows the range of parameters studied in the right panel. Right panel compares theoretical
sensitivity and measured sensitivity with and without squeezed light.
More detailed studies of the role of quantum noise and quantum enhancement in number-optimized
measurements have been carried out for spin-noise spectroscopy (SNS) in atomic vapors [55, 56]. The
SNS application is of interest in other domains because it provides a minimally-perturbative
measurement of spin parameters such as relaxation rates [57]. Here it is interesting because it contains
the same quantum noise elements as an OPM, while also being quantum noise limited under a broader
range of conditions. As shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11, when SNS is used to identify the precession
frequency 𝜈𝐿 and linewidth Δ𝜈, globally-optimum values for the atom number density and probe power
can be identified. Operation with polarization-squeezed light, generated in a χ(2) OPA, the sensitivity to
both parameters could be improved beyond the best-possible sensitivities with only classical resources.
This gives some reassurance that quantum enhancement with squeezed light will be useful in optimized
OPMs as well.
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Figure 12: Noise budget of a compact microwave clock with and without spin squeezing. Figure from [58].
Left panel shows short-term stability noise budget without squeezing protocol, right panel shows the same
with measurement-induced spin squeezing. Blue dot shows experimental optimum with classical
operation.
Perhaps the most detailed study to date on the topic of quantum enhancement in optimized instruments
comes from the area of atomic clocks. Using a compact microwave clock and spin squeezing by cavityenhanced non-destructive measurement, a significant reduction in total noise was observed under
conditions optimized for short-term stability [58].

3.2 Quantum spin noise in high-density media
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Figure 13: Spin-exchange and SERF regimes in alkali vapors. Left panel illustrates the interactions at low
density and high field, the spin-exchange (SE) regime. Frequency scales for hyperfine (HF), Larmor (L), and
SE collisions are ordered 𝜔𝐻𝐹 > 𝜔𝐿 > 𝛤𝑆𝐸 . The system can be understood as two populations, one in
each hyperfine manifold, precessing in opposite directions due to the magnetic field with decoherence
produced by infrequency SE collisions. Right panel illustrates the interactions at high density and low field,
the spin-exchange-relaxation-free (SERF) regime, where 𝜔𝐻𝐹 > 𝛤𝑆𝐸 > 𝜔𝐿 . In this regime, SE collisions
pass spin angular momentum among all the atoms in a local region faster than precession can take place.
As a result, the entire ensemble precesses at an average rate and the mean spin value does not relax due
to SE collisions.
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To date, nearly all spin squeezing experiments have been performed with weakly-interacting atomic
media, most often with cold and ultra-cold atoms. In the few cases in which atomic vapors have been
used [51, 52, 59, 60], relatively low densities were employed. In contrast, the highest-sensitivity
magnetometers use high-density vapors in the SERF regime. Low-density vapors can be accurately
modelled by considering at most two-atom effects, i.e. by including the single-atom interaction with the
field, optical beams, and environment, as well as the two-atom spin-exchange interaction taken as a
decoherence mechanism, see Figure 13 (left). In contrast, spin-exchange effects in the SERF regime occur
in a many-atom regime, in which spin polarization and coherence are passed many times from atom to
atom within a local region before eventually relaxing due to spin-destruction collisions [61, 62], see Figure
13 (right). It is not obvious that such a complicated many-body system will support the quantum
correlations of a spin-squeezed state. The squeezed state is produced by entanglement among the atoms,
but entanglement is famously sensitive to decoherence and the random spin-exchange collisions would
appear to rapidly increase the entropy of the many-body state. Existing theory to describe the SERF
regime [62] is a single-atom mean-field theory. It has been shown to agree with average behaviour of
SERF-regime media in experiment, but does not provide a description of correlated atomic behaviour,
and as such cannot predict quantum noise properties.

4

Methods for quantum enhancement of OPM sensitivity in
macQsimal

In light of the background and status of quantum enhancement of OPMs described above, we can identify
specific research targets that will answer important open questions and enable quantum enhanced
sensitivity in high-performance OPMs in the future. The first of these (see Section 4.1) is a squeezed-light
OPM operating in a regime of simultaneous high sensitivity and quantum-noise-limited performance. The
second (see Section 4.3) is an OPM operating either in SERF or FID regime but with greatly reduced active
volume and atom number, and thus a greater noise contribution from atomic shot noise. This second
activity will enable study difficult questions concerning the use of spin squeezing in OPMs. An associated
question (see Section 4.2) is whether spin squeezing can be produced in complex media such as SERFregime vapors, in which rapid SE collisions share spin angular momentum among many atoms.

4.1 Sub-pT/√Hz OPM enhanced with squeezed light
4.1.1 Overview and goals
This activity will apply squeezed light quantum enhancement to a high-sensitivity OPM operating with a
modern and relatively simple operating principle. For this we employ a Bell-Bloom scalar magnetometer
[63-65] with off-resonance Faraday rotation readout. We operate in an intermediate density regime, to
have high sensitivity without the many-body coherence issues, e.g. SERF, that become important at
higher densities. In this regime, the sensitivity is limited by photon shot noise at higher magnetic-field
frequencies, and by atomic shot noise at lower magnetic field frequencies, with a transition region
between the two regimes at around 500 Hz. This provides an opportunity to study the effect of optical
squeezing on both the sensitivity and the bandwidth of the magnetometer, and may also help to
understand the role of spin squeezing in continuously-probed OPMs.

4.1.2 Prior work on squeezed-light magnetometers
A squeezed-light enhanced magnetometer was first accomplished in 2010 [36] probing the alignment to
orientation conversion (AOC) in a non-polarized ensemble of Rb atoms. This experiment was performed
in an area of operating parameters where the photon shot noise was dominant so that the suppression
of the photon shot noise was considerable. The sensitivity of the magnetometer was improved by 3.2 dB
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and reached a value of around nT/√(Hz) when polarization squeezed light [66] was used for probing.
Since then, the most sensitive squeezed light enhanced magnetometer was implemented by Horrom et
al. [35], with sensitivity of 2pT/√(Hz). Squeezed light was generated through polarization self-rotation
(PSR) in an atomic squeezer, a Rb cell that was placed before magnetometer and along the propagation
axis of the probe beam. The performance of the particular magnetometer was limited in lower
frequencies due to technical noise in the laser intensity.

4.1.3 High sensitivity shot noise limited Bell Bloom magnetometer

Figure 14: Magnetometer experimental setup.
Figure 14 shows the schematic of the Bell Bloom magnetometer. This scalar atomic magnetometer can
measure the absolute value of a magnetic field using a circularly polarized pump beam nearly parallel to
the probe beam. We induce the Bell-Bloom excitation of the spin precession around a perpendicular
magnetic field by sinusoidally modulating the current of a DFB laser, and therefore changing the detuning
of the pump on and out of resonance, synchronously with the Larmor frequency at 10s of kHz. We
characterize the amplitude and the decoherence time T2 of the magnetometer from the free induction
decay (FID) part of the signal that is obtained when we turn the pump modulation off. The main part of
the signal with the modulation on is demodulated with a lock-in amplifier.
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4.1.4 Quantum noise contributions and classical sensitivity

Figure 15: a) Noise spectrum of the magnetometer. Operating the magnetometer with coherent light
probing at an ambient field of 4 μT we have managed to identify a regime of minimum technical noise. At
these conditions, the atomic spins are driven to precess at 28 kHz, a detection frequency at which the
detector is photon shot noise limited. The instruments sensitivity, calculated to be better than 100
𝑓𝑇/𝐻𝑧1/2, classifies our experimental setup as the most sensitive shot noise limited magnetometer
amenable for squeezed light application. In quantum noise limited scenario, we can distinguish three
regions, defined by range of frequency in which the spin projection noise or the photon shot noise is
dominant and a transition region between them. b) Magnetic sensitivity as a function of frequency.
Shows transition from the projection noise limited to the photon shot noise limited regimes.
The detection system described above monitors the rotation of the polarization plane of the linearly
polarized probe beam by a small angle 𝜙, equal to the projection 𝐹𝑧 of the collective atomic angular
momentum along the probe direction multiplied by a coupling constant 𝐺. The signal from the balanced
detector is proportional to 𝑆𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 , the Stokes parameter after the atomic interaction: 𝑆𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑆𝑦𝑖𝑛 +
𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝐹𝑧 . When quantum noise limited, the power spectral density (PSD) in this signal is
PSD𝑆𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜈) = PSD𝑆𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜈) + 𝐺 2 〈𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑛 〉2 PSD𝐹𝑧 (𝜈),

Eq. 15

where we have assumed that the two terms are independent and that the operator 𝑆𝑥𝑖𝑛 is large enough
to be treated as a classical quantity. The photon shot noise shows in the first term of this equation. The
impact of the polarization squeezing is to suppress this variance below the standard quantum limit (SQL):
(𝜈)squeezed < PSD𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜈)SQL .
PSD𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑦
𝑦

The demodulated signal shows a Lorentzian line shape with detuning of the optical pumping from the
Larmor frequency, with the in-phase or 0° component having an “absorptive” or even-symmetry line
shape and the quadrature or 90° component having a “dispersive” or odd-symmetry line shape. The 90°
component thus provides a signal 𝑆̃𝑦 that is linear in the magnetic field strength, i.e., the scalar
magnetometer signal. The noise spectrum of this signal after lock-in amplification is shown in Figure 15
for two conditions: when the pump in on (polarized atoms, red) and off (non-polarized atoms, black). The
un-pumped condition provides the reference level for quantum noise, both atomic and optical. When
pumped, the noise spectrum shows a very similar behaviour apart from technical noise peaks at the line
frequency and harmonics. The observed noise transitions from a PSN-limited regime at frequencies above
about 500 Hz, to an ASN-limited regime from 10 Hz – about 500 Hz.
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The slope of the dispersive signal is 𝜕𝑆/𝜕𝐵 = 𝐴(0)/𝛤2 , where 𝐴(0) and 𝛤2 are the amplitude and width
of the dispersive Lorentzian for dc magnetic fields. The frequency-dependent sensitivity is then
𝟏

𝟏
𝜹𝑺̃𝒚 (𝝂),
𝑨(𝝂)
𝟐

𝜹𝑩(𝝂) = 𝛄𝚻

Eq. 16

where 𝛿𝑆̃𝑦 (𝜈) is the observed noise spectrum in the demodulated signal. The responsivity of the
magnetometer is
𝑨(𝝂) =

𝑨(𝟎)

Eq. 17

√𝟏 + (𝟐𝝅𝝂𝑻𝟐 )²

This accounts for the low-pass filtering produced by the finite relaxation time of the spin polarization.
Dividing the noise spectrum with this amplitude response we obtain the sensitivity Eq. 16 which is
constant in the spin noise limited regime and increases as photon shot noise becomes dominant.

4.1.5 Generation and detection of polarization squeezed light
For the production of polarization squeezing we use the experimental apparatus that is shown in Figure
16. A squeezed vacuum state is generated through the parametric amplification in a sub-threshold optical
parametric oscillator (OPO). A pump of 397 nm and a non-linear PPKTP crystal produce degenerate
parametric amplification at the atomic resonance frequency of 795nm. The vertically-polarized squeezed
vacuum is combined with a strong, horizontally-polarized coherent beam on a polarization beam splitter
(PBS). The relative phase between these two contributions is controlled by a piezo-electric actuator and
active feedback using the noise level of the signal as the system variable [36, 66]. The resulting optical
beam is horizontally polarized with squeezed fluctuations in the diagonal basis, i.e., squeezed in 𝑆𝑦 .

Figure 16: Schematic of the Squeezer OPO setup.
The squeezing is detected with a balanced detection setup that consists of a half wave plate (HWP) at
22.5° followed by a Wollaston prism that splits the beam in the horizontal and vertical components. The
two components are detected and electronically subtracted by a commercial switchable gain balanced
detector which is photon noise limited at the operational conditions. The signal can be monitored on
Spectrum analyser and recorded with a data acquisition card at 200 kSamples/s. Quantum noise locking
is used to stabilize the phase of the local oscillator at the level of squeezing or anti-squeezing. A similar
balanced detector system is used before the magnetometer to characterize the generated squeezing and
allows the comparison with the one detected after the light absorption due to the atomic interaction.
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Bell Bloom magnetometer probed with squeezed light

Figure 17: Polarization rotation noise spectrum after the lock-in demodulation of the signal from the Bell
Bloom magnetometer operating with 1.5 x 1013atoms/cm3 precessing at 29 kHz and probed with coherent
(blue) and polarization squeezed light (green) and polarization anti-squeezed light (red).

Figure 18: Magnetometer sensitivity as a function of detection frequency for coherent and squeezed light
probing. Bias field 4 μT, modulation frequency 29 kHz, Pump power 50 μW, Probe Power 440 μW.
The performance of the magnetometer with and without squeezed light enhancement can be seen in
Figure 17 and Figure 18. These show the directly-measured noise spectra of the polarization rotation
signal and the inferred magnetic noise sensitivity, respectively. The squeezing reduces the noise level in
the PSN-limited regime. Also, by lowering the white-noise background due to photon shot noise, the
width of high-sensitivity, low-frequency region is increased. In this sense, the bandwidth of the device is
enhanced by squeezing, even though the responsivity 𝐴(𝜈) is unchanged. This can be seen in Figure 18.

4.1.7 Prospects for the squeezed-light OPM
The above describes a preliminary successful application of squeezed light to a high-sensitivity OPM,
achieving a sensitivity more than a factor of 10 better than the previous record for sensitivity in quantum-
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enhanced OPM [35]. The system also represents an opportunity to study several poorly-understood
questions in quantum enhancement of atomic devices.
As already described in Section 3.1, it is an open question whether an atomic quantum sensor, when
optimized for atom number and photon flux, will be amenable to quantum enhancement with optical or
atomic squeezing. The squeezed-light OPM provides an excellent opportunity to study this question, as
the optical squeezer and magnetometry system can be independently optimized.
Other questions of interest are the relationship between quantum enhancement and bandwidth. As
mentioned already, reducing the optical quantum noise has the effect of making visible signals that
otherwise would be lost due to the roll-off in the responsivity 𝐴(𝜈). This is closely related to prior work
showing that the possibility to recover signal components beyond the natural bandwidth of a sensor using
Kalman filtering techniques [67]. These methods are limited by the optical shot noise and would be
enhanced as squeezing reduces this noise source.

4.2 Measurement-induced squeezing in SERF-regime alkali vapors
In the single-pass geometry, the achievable spin-squeezing by QND measurement is limited by the
effective on-resonance optical depth [68, 69]. In SERF-regime vapors this number can potentially be very
high, due to the large number density. At the same time, little is known about spin squeezing in SERFregime vapors, which show a complicated spin dynamics in which the many-body coherence time is much
longer than the single-atom coherence time, see Section 3.2. There is, moreover, not at present a theory
of the statistical behaviour of SERF-regime vapors adequate to describe quantum statistical features such
as spin squeezing.
To address these issues, ICFO made an experimental and theoretical study of spin squeezing in the SERF
regime, using a vapor of 87Rb and off-resonant Faraday rotation probing. The work is described in detail
in [70].
The spin dynamics can be described by the time-dependent Hamiltonian
(𝑙,𝑙 ′ )

𝐻 = ℏ𝐴ℎ𝑓 ∑ 𝒋(𝑖) ⋅ 𝒊(𝑖) + ℏ ∑ 𝜃𝑛 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑛

)𝒋(𝑙) ⋅ 𝒋(𝑙

Eq. 18

′)

𝑙𝑙 ′ 𝑛

𝑖

(𝑙)

(𝑙)

+ ℏ ∑ 𝜓𝑚 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑚 )𝒋(𝑙) ⋅ 𝒅𝑚 + ℏ𝛾𝑒 ∑ 𝒋(𝑙) ⋅ 𝑩
𝑙𝑚

𝑙

where the terms describe the hyperfine (HF) interaction, SE collisions, spin-destruction (SD) collisions and
(𝑙,𝑙 ′ )

Zeeman interaction, respectively. 𝐴ℎ𝑓 is the HF splitting and 𝑡𝑛
is the (random) time of the n-th SE
′
collision between atoms l and l′, which causes mutual precession of 𝒋(𝑙) and 𝒋(𝑙 ) by the (random) angle
𝜃𝑛 . We indicate with RSE the rate at which such collisions move angular momentum between atoms.
(𝑙)
Similarly, the third term describes rotations about the random direction 𝒅𝑚 by random angle 𝜓𝑚 , and
causes spin depolarization at a rate RSD. In the SERF regime, where 𝐴ℎ𝑓 ≫ 𝑅𝑆𝐸 ≫ 𝛾2 |𝐵|, the combinded
action of the HF and SE terms rapidly thermalizes the spin state, which is to say it generates the maximum
entropy state consistent with the ensemble total angular momentum 𝑭, which is conserved by the SE and
(𝑡ℎ)
HF interactions. We write the thermal state as 𝜌𝑭 . On longer time scales, 𝑭 experiences precession
about the magnetic field and relaxation due to SD collisions. The relaxation is necessarily accompanied
by fluctuations which can be understood using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [67].
(𝑡ℎ)

Already here we see something interesting about SERF regime vapors: although 𝜌𝑭 is thermalized, it
(𝑡ℎ)
can also be a squeezed and entangled state. For example, if 𝑭 = 𝟎, then 𝜌𝑭 describes a macroscopic
singlet state [71-73] with zero spin noise, far below the quantum noise of any non-entangled state. This
remains a high-entropy state, because there are many ways to organize the atomic spins into singlets,
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(𝑡ℎ)

and all of these are given equal statistical weight in 𝜌𝑭 . More generally, the total spin 𝑭 will be
described by a statistical distribution. The generalized theory of spin squeezing [11, 74] can be used to
identify squeezed states based on this distribution. In particular, if the total variance |𝛥𝑭|2 ≡ 〈𝛥𝐹𝑥2 〉 +
〈𝛥𝐹𝑦2 〉 + 〈𝛥𝐹𝑧2 〉 is sufficiently small, below the standard quantum limit in the sense that it implies atomic
entanglement, the state must contain a computable fraction of the atoms in singlet states.

Figure 19: Setup and signals for spin-squeezing by quantum non-demolition measurement in a highdensity SERF-regime vapor. Figure from [70]. A) schematic of the experimental setup showing vapor cell,
shielding, probe beam and polarization optics for Faraday rotation measurement. B) a short section of
recorded signal, showing polarimeter samples (blue dots) and Kalman filter reconstruction, including best
estimate (red line) and ±1𝜎 confidence interval (red shaded region). C) zoom of the earliest part of the
time series, showing the rapid reduction of uncertainty leading to uncertainty below the standard
quantum limit.
To explore this further, ICFO performed an experiment, illustrated in Figure 19. This employed a vapor of
87
Rb with 100 Torr of N2 buffer gas, and probed with a laser detuned 44 GHz from the D1 line. A Magnetic
field along the 1,1,1 direction produced spin precession, but no optical pumping was applied. A Kalman
filter [75] was used to infer the spin state 𝑭 from the measured data. As shown in Figure 19c, the resulting
uncertainty on the spin state rapidly drops below the SQL, confirming that the SERF-regime medium can
support squeezing and entanglement.
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Figure 20: SERF effect suppression of spin relaxation and effect on squeezing. A) shows spin noise spectra
for field strengths that produce Larmor frequencies of 1-12 kHz. As the Larmor frequency is reduced below
the spin-exchange rate, the resonance linewidth narrows and the signal to noise ration increases
dramatically. B) total variance |𝛥𝑭|𝟐 of the signal as a function of Larmor frequency, showing a transition
to spin squeezing as the system enters the SERF regime.

Figure 21: Duration of the squeezing and effect of an applied magnetic field gradient. Again using the
Kalman filter, the uncertainty was observed to grow toward a thermal spin state on a few-ms time-scale
in the absence of further measurement data input (blue curve). It is notable that the time between SE
collisions, the slowest part of the thermalization mechanism, is about 20 μs, meaning the squeezing
persists for tens of thermalization times. The effect of a gradient is to accelerate the relaxation toward a
thermal state. This provides a measure of the distribution of distances separating the atoms participating
in the singlet states, as these singlets convert into noisier triplet states. The inferred typical inter-atomic
distance is about 1 mm, whereas the typical nearest-neighbour distance is about 0.1 um.
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Figure 22 Kalman model validation based on experimental data (Data) and simulated data (Simulation).
A) spin noise spectroscopy (SNS) of Data (blue dots) and Simulation (green dots). The Lorentz fittings of
Data (black line) and Simulation (red line) are fully overlapped. The spin distributions from Data b) and
Simulation c) are shown as histograms. Error bars indicate plus/minus one standard deviation of
histograms of 20 traces. Probe power = 2 mW, νL = 1.3 kHz.
Additional results from this experiment are shown in Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22. These show that
the SERF-regime is in fact favourable to the generation of squeezing in the experiment, that the
entanglement and squeezing last for tens of thermalization times and involve atoms separated by
thousands of times the nearest-neighbour distance, and show a remarkable agreement between the
statistics of the Kalman filter model and the observed results from the experiment.

4.3 Sub-millimetre active volume OPM
4.3.1 Overview and goals
The realization of a sub-mm active volume OPMs has both applied and fundamental interest. Reducing
the volume of high-sensitivity atomic sensors is a technological challenge for numerous applications in
space science and navigation as well as in bio-medical diagnostics. A comprehensive review on chip-scale
atomic sensors has been recently reported in [76], describing how most solutions still make use of mmsize active volumes, combined in more compact devices through anodic bonding with silicon wafers or
integrated on the top of photonic waveguides to interact with their evanescent field. Further size
reduction and flexibility can significantly improve the spatial resolution of high-sensitivity OPMs in
applications like MEG and MCG as well as in the study of materials/solid-state magnetic fields, competing
with NV-centers based sensors. On the other hand, atomic sensors with sub-mm active volumes will show
higher atomic quantum noise (ASN), which is expected to be the dominant noise contribution over
technical noise sources. To keep the sensitivity high, multi-pass [77] or cavity geometries [78] would be
necessary to enhance the optical depth of atomic vapours enclosed in microcells. The combination of
sub-mm active volume with cavity-enhanced optical depth will make this device a unique platform to
study spin squeezing and QND measurements for quantum-enhanced miniaturized OPMs.
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4.3.2 Transit time and buffer gas pressure
Sub-mm atomic cells have been also proposed for realization of SI units, like time, on a chip. As shown in
Figure 23 (taken from [79]), in small dimensions cells and photonic structures the transit time broadening
of atoms across the laser beam increases drastically in absence of buffer gas. For applications where alkali
Doppler-free features need to be resolved, like atomic spectroscopy and atomic clocks, a beam size
between 10 μm and 1 mm is then favourable. However, evanescent field interrogation can be appropriate
for combining photonic structures with sensing of Doppler-broadened transitions. A hybrid approach that
expands the photonic waveguide mode to 50 μm for atomic interaction in a mm active volume cell has
been recently used for 780 nm laser frequency stabilization with a stability of 10-11 [80].

Figure 23: Transit time broadening at room temperature for vapour moving at 300 m/s. Figure from [58].
In OPMs, as well as in other atomic sensors, the transit time broadening is significantly reduced with the
addition of inert buffer gas. This is also beneficial, by collisional mixing of excited states, for generation
of high atomic polarization, optically-induced by depopulation pumping [81]. For sub-mm active volume,
the buffer gas pressure needs to be optimized, similarly to MEMS cells, to balance the relaxation from
the inner walls, inversely proportional to the N2 pressure, and relaxation due to collisions between
rubidium and buffer gas, proportional to its pressure.
The sensitivity of OPMs is indeed proportional to the total relaxation linewidth including spin-exchange
and spin-destruction rates between Rb atoms:
Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝑅𝑊𝐷 + 𝑅𝐵𝐺 + 𝑅𝑆𝐸 + 𝑅𝑆𝐷

Eq. 19

Figure 24: Optimal buffer gas pressure for sub-mm active volume OPM at temperatures T=90°C including
spin-exchange collisions (left) and T=190°C without collisions in the SERF regime (right).
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Where 𝑅𝐵𝐺 , 𝑅𝑆𝐸 and 𝑅𝑆𝐷 are the relaxation rates due to buffer gas, SE collisions and SD collisions,
respectively. The wall relaxation rate is particularly relevant in sub-mm active volume and is given by [82]:
𝑅𝑊𝐷

𝜋 2
2.405 2
760
𝑇 (273.15 + 𝑇)
√
= [( ) + (
) ]𝐷0
𝐿
𝑟
𝜚𝑁2 273.15 273.15

Eq. 20

where 𝜚𝑁2 is the nitrogen pressure in Torr, 𝐷0 is the diffusion constant between rubidium and nitrogen,
L and r are the cell length and beam waist (radius), respectively. In Figure 24 we show the different
contributions and the total relaxation rate for an interaction length L=100 μm and a beam waist of r= 100
μm. We consider a temperature of T=90°C (left), including spin-exchange collisions, and T=190°C (right)
in the SERF regime. These theoretical estimations give optimal relaxation rates, in units of linear
frequency, of 847.851 Hz and 715.85 with buffer gas pressures of 13.9 atm (10.6 kTorr) and 19.5 atm
(14.8 kTorr), respectively. Here we are not limiting the strategy to the SERF operation mode, since total
field gradiometers (OPG) based on the subtraction of FID signals from two atomic interaction regions can
give comparable sensitivity in detecting biological signals with the great advantage of working in
unshielded environment [83]. Furthermore, as previously described in section 2.4.2, FID signals are
suitable for continuous QND and BAE measurements when atomic spins freely precess in the transverse
plane, along the probe propagation direction.

4.3.3 Projection-noise-limited sensitivity
For N spin-1/2 atoms with coherence time 𝑇2 = 1/Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙 , the fundamental sensitivity is limited by the ASN
and, after a time of measurement much longer than coherence time 𝑡 ≫ 𝑇2 is given by [77, 84]:
1 2 exp[1]
𝛿𝐵 = √
𝛾
𝑁𝑇2 𝑡

Eq. 21

where 2𝜋/ 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio in units of T/Hz. Since the total number of atoms N = nV is linear
in each number density n and volume V, we can define the fundamental magnetic sensitivity per unit of
volume in units of Tcm3/2/√Hz:
𝛿𝐵𝑛 =

103 2 exp[1] Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙
√
.
𝛾
𝑛𝑡

Eq. 22

With the optimal relaxation rate of Γ𝑟𝑒𝑙 = (2𝜋) x 847.851 Hz, obtained in the previous section at T=90°C,
in the presence of high buffer gas pressure and spin-exchange collisions, by using Eq. 22 we calculate that
a sensor with sub-mm active volume of V= 𝜋𝑟 2 𝐿 = 𝜋 (100 𝜇𝑚)3 would have a fundamental sensitivity
of 0.8 pT/√Hz and a volume-adjusted sensitivity of 1.4 fTcm3/2/√Hz. This would improve to subfTcm3/2/√Hz by increasing the atomic density as shown in Fig. 25, where we report Eq. 22 as function of
temperature in °C. This optimal volume-adjusted sensitivity is comparable with state-of-the-art (SOA)
sensitivity per unit of volume, obtained in a sub-femtotesla scalar magnetometer with two multi-pass
cells with volume of 0.3 cm3 each. Then, while the absolute sensitivity may limit the magnitude of
magnetic field that could be detected, a sub-mm active volume OPM could have a fundamental ASN in
the pico-tesla regime, which is attractive for quantum enhancement by QND and BAE measurements.
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Figure 25: Optimal volume-adjusted projection-noise-limited sensitivity for a sub-mm active volume V =
𝜋 (100 𝜇𝑚)3 versus temperature.

4.3.4 Multi-pass and cavity-enhanced OPM
Several recent, sensitive scalar OPMs use multi-pass geometries to increase the interaction length by 2
orders of magnitude, reaching sub-fT sensitivity [77], quantum-noise-limited operation in Earth’s field
[85] and applications in MEG and MCG in unshielded environment [83]. These SOA sensors are based on
enhancement of dispersive Faraday rotation thanks to the increased optical depth for an off-resonant
probe. The fabrication process consists of active alignment and anodic bonding between mirrors and
Pyrex glass with mm to cm active volume. These hybrid cells are fitted with a filling tube, through which
they are evacuated and filled with Rb and N2 with conventional glassblowing techniques. The filling tube,
i.e. the cell stem, is finally sealed by heating. In configurations with cylindrical or spherical mirrors [77,
86], the probe beam is focused into a 100 μm hole thorugh one mirror, then it expands within the
interaction area and exit after multiple reflections, through the same hole. In geometries with planar
mirrors [83], these are cut and relatively shifted to allow a beam with near-zero input angle to undergo
multiple reflections and leave the cell. Multi-pass geometries have several advantages like deterministic
number of passes and optical length, high input/output power ratio and the possibility of combining an
interaction region where the beams expand and overlap with a different one where they are wellseparated, in contrast to typical standing wave cavities. The latter feature has been recently used in a
direct gradiometer with a single multi-pass cell and allows the atoms to interact with a wide beam region
excluding strongly focused areas, that would induce decoherence due to atomic diffusion [77, 87],
limiting the possibility of quantum enhancement by spin squeezing.
The fabrication techniques of multi-pass cells become increasingly difficult when the active volume is
reduced down to sub-mm dimensions. The implementation of technologically available micro-optics and
micro-cavities is an attractive and promising solution. To date, cavity-enhanced atomic sensing
techniques have been applied to non-magnetic transitions in atomic systems [45], of interest for atomic
clocks, and in an amplitude-modulated nonlinear optical rotation (AMOR) magnetometer [78]. The latter
is an absorptive measurement where, due to optically-induced atomic alignment, in the presence of a
magnetic field the atomic medium works like a rotating polarizer causing a rotation in a linearly polarized
probe. Here we propose to cavity-enhance a dispersive Faraday rotation in the presence of high degree
of atomic orientation, similarly to SOA multi-pass sensors, but considering a sub-mm active volume OPM.

4.3.5 Faraday rotation in transmission
We start considering a bi-concave cavity with length L that consists of two cavity mirrors M1, M2 with
reflectance R1 (R2) and transmittance T1 (T2), respectively. The input probe field Ein is linearly polarized,
which is a linear combination of σ+ and σ- circular polarizations, while ET (ER) is the transmitted (reflected)
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electric field. The probe beam waist is w0 and we consider two additional glass surfaces with
transmittance TG that enclose the atomic vapour. We also assume that optically pumping with a second
laser (not shown) has previously generated high atomic polarization 𝑃𝑥 = 2〈𝑆𝑥 〉, where 〈𝑆𝑥 〉 is the
averaged electron spin component along the probe direction, transverse with respect to the applied
⃗ , so that the atomic ensemble freely precess in the transverse plane.
magnetic field 𝐵

Figure 26: Sketch of sub-mm active volume OPM in a bi-concave cavity for enhancement of dispersive
paramagnetic Faraday rotation in transmission.
For a far-detuned probe with detuning Δ from atomic resonance, the paramagnetic Faraday rotation can
be written as [77, 81] 𝜙(𝑡) = 𝜙0 sin(2𝜋𝜐𝐿 𝑡) exp[−𝑡/𝑇2 ], where T2 is the transverse relaxation rate, 𝜐𝐿 is
the Larmor frequency and the initial/maximum rotation is given by:
𝑛𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑠𝑐
Eq. 23
𝜙0 =
𝐺(ℱ)𝐿𝑃𝑥
2Δ
where n is the atomic number density, re is the electron radius and fosc is the oscillation strength of the
rubidium D2 line. Here we introduce 𝐺(ℱ) > 1 as the gain in Faraday rotation due to a cavity with finesse
ℱ, in contrast with the single-pass scenario where 𝐺(ℱ) = 1. For a purely dispersive, non-absorbing
media, cavity enhancement of the Faraday effect has been predicted to be proportional to the cavity
finesse [88]. For resonantly absorbing media, as in nonlinear Faraday rotation [78], higher intra-cavity
power may lead to further intra-cavity losses and power broadening of the atomic transitions involved
[89]. Here we consider the purely dispersive case with finesse and rotation gain given by [88]:
ℱ=

𝜋√𝑅1 𝑅2
1−√𝑅1 𝑅2

and

𝐺(ℱ) =

Eq. 24

√(1+𝑅1 )(1+𝑅2 )
√(1−𝑅1 )(1−𝑅2 )

In a typical balanced polarimetry detection, the detected signal, i.e. the 〈𝑆𝑦 〉 Stokes polarization
parameter, is proportional to the rotation angle. Then, in the scheme of Figure 25, we can calculate the
improvement in signal to noise ratio between single pass and cavity-enhanced conditions. We can use
(+)

(−) 𝑇

(±)

the Jones matrix approach starting with the input vector 𝐸𝑖𝑛 ≡ (𝐸𝑖𝑛 , 𝐸𝑖𝑛 ) , where 𝐸𝑖𝑛 are the electric
field amplitudes for the 𝜎 ± circular components, respectively, to get reflected and transmitted electric
field. With fixed R1=0.99 we calculate the SNR enhancement and the ratio of transmitted power between
single pass and on-resonance cavity enhancement, versus the second cavity mirror reflectance 𝑅2 , as
shown in Figure 27. This optimal value decreases when transmission losses through the two surfaces of
the vapour cell are included (TG < 1) causing a reduction in both cavity finesse and rotation gain.
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Figure 27: SNR ratio between cavity-enhanced and single pass conditions (top) and percentage of
transmitted power (bottom) versus reflectance R2 of the second cavity mirror.
In Table 1, we report the optimal reflectance R2 for maximum SNR enhancement and the calculated
finesse and rotation gain from Eq. 24 for different transmission losses.
Table 1. SNR ratio between on-resonance cavity-enhanced and single pass conditions (top) and
percentage of transmitted power (bottom) versus reflectance R2 of the second cavity mirror.
Tg
1
0.9998
0.9996
0.985

SNR enhancement
200
199.8
189.3
28.5

R2 (max SNR
enhancement)
97.2 %
97.1 %
97.1 %
88.8 %

Finesse
161.8
157.6
157
47.21

Rotation Gain
92
87.5
84.8
15.6

Transmitted Power
ratio
2.5%
2.6%
2.63
10%

As example, the single pass maximum rotation for a sub-mm active volume with interaction length L=
100 μm, temperature of T=100°C and buffer gas pressure of 100 Torr would be 𝜙0𝑆𝑃 ≅ 3 mrad while the
cavity would enhance it by a factor 92 in absence of transmission losses, T G = 1, to 𝜙0𝑐𝑎𝑣 ≅ 0.3 rad. We
report these simulated signals in Figure 28, with a relaxation time of about 𝑇2 ≅ 2 ms at different
timescale. As discussed in section 4.3.2, the optimal buffer gas pressure should be significantly higher, to
avoid depolarization by collisions with the inner walls. For 104 Torr, we calculate a reduced maximum
rotation of 𝜙0𝑆𝑃 ≅ 0.7 mrad and 𝜙0𝑐𝑎𝑣 ≅ 60 mrad. The need for cavity or multipass enhancement in submm active volume OPM is now clearer, because the short interaction length and the high buffer gas
pressure significantly limit the achievable maximum rotation in single pass configuration. We also stress
that the FID strategy is suitable for continuous generation of spin squeezing with QND and BAE
measurements, as previously discussed in section 2.4.2.
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Figure 28: FID signal for single pass and cavity-enhanced Faraday rotation in transmission.
So far, we have not made any assumption on cavity mirror curvatures and beam waist. This is important
by considering the current available technology in curvature machining of fibres and fused silica glass for
high-finesse micro-cavities [90]. In OPMs with thermal vapours, atoms diffuse across the interaction area
such that a uniform beam radius is favourable with respect to strongly focused beams, as in SOA highfinesse cavities, to prevent decoherence of quantum correlations by diffusion [77, 87]. In sub-mm active
volume with L= 100 μm it would be good to have a pseudo-collimated beam, on resonance with the
cavity. This condition is satisfied for w0 = 100 μm but it requires machining of long radius of curvature on
cavity mirrors/surfaces. In Table 2 we calculate the radius of curvature at distance L/2=50 μm for a
Gaussian beam with waist w0 = 25, 50 and 100 μm, respectively. For w0 = 100 μm the cavity mirrors
curvature is on the order of tens of meters, while it’s reduced to hundreds of mm for a 1 cm long cavity.
Table 2: Radius of curvature for a Gaussian beam at distance z=50 μm, 2.5 mm and 5 mm for different
beam waists. Note: these calculations are performed in free space with no atoms.
Beam waist at
z=0
25 micron
50 micron
100 micron

Radius at z=50
μm
122 mm
1.95 m
31 m

d/R
8.19e-4
5.12e-5
6.45e-5

Radius at z=2.5
mm
4.9 mm
41.5 mm
627 mm

d/R
1.02
0.12
0.007

Radius at z = 5
mm
6.2 mm
24.5 mm
317 mm

d/R
1.62
0.4
0.03

Because of this non-trivial technical challenge in curvature machining, we also consider a planar cavity,
which could be a simpler solution for a low-finesse regime of operation. In Figure 29, we depict a different
configuration, with four surfaces where high-reflectivity coating is applied on the outer surfaces with
reflectance R1 and R4, respectively. The transmitted over input electric field ratio is shown in the right
figure as function of the intermediate distance L2 ≅100 μm for a sub-mm active volume.
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Figure 29: (Left) Planar Fabry-Perot cavity with high-reflectivity coated surfaces with reflectance R1 and
R4. (Right) Percentage of transmission of input electric field in a four surfaces problem with T1=√0.1,
T2=T3= T1=√0.96 and T4=√0.01, where Ri=√1 − 𝑇𝑖 2 .
For a beam waist of w0 = 100 μm we can calculate the reflected radial power density in the on-resonance
and off-resonance condition. In Figure 31, the power density profile is reported as function of the radial
distance from the propagation axis. Since over the short distance L2 the probe beam with 100 μm waist
is pseudo-collimated, the intensity distribution on-resonance remains in the main Gaussian after
propagation through the four surfaces. Furthermore, the reflected beam off-resonance is exactly the
same since most of light is just reflected back, as shown in the right of Figure 31.

Figure 30: On resonance radial power density of reflected beam (blue) and input beam (red) with phase
argument in yellow and green, respectively. (Right) Off-resonance condition.

4.3.6 Cavity enhancement in reflection
While cavity-enhancement of Faraday rotation in transmission is promising for experimental realization,
there are some non-trivial aspects like degeneracy of cavity resonance for different linear polarization
and interference with the reflected beam that justify the study of different approaches. Here we propose
a solution based on Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) laser locking to a cavity in reflection [91] with the same
cavity surfaces and transmittances shown in Figure 29. In Figure 31 we show the proposed setup. A 795
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nm pulsed laser induces atomic polarization, not much affected by the cavity due to the strong onresonance absorption, and weak reflectivity of the cavity mirrors at this wavelength. A circularly polarized
780 nm probe is used for Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) measurement and stabilization of the laser frequency
relative to the cavity resonance. A representative signal is shown in the right panel of Figure 31. The PDH
locking technique is a well-established metrology strategy to lock the laser frequency to a cavity
resonance, by generating an asymmetric error signal, with respect to the cavity condition [91].

Figure 31: (Left) Cavity-enhancement of atomic interaction by PDH detection in reflection. (Right)
Reflected intensity and PDH error signal for laser frequency locking to resonance (from [91]).
The circularly polarized probe undergoes a polarization-dependent phase shift due to atomic interaction.
This phase shift is nothing else that the index of refraction of the atomic medium for σ± circular
polarization that, for the rubidium D2 line, is [81]:
𝑛𝑟𝑒 𝑐 2 𝑓𝐷2
𝑛 (𝜈) = 1 + (1 + 𝑃𝑥 /2) (
) 𝒟(𝜈 − 𝜈𝐷2 )
4𝜈

Eq. 25

𝑛𝑟𝑒 𝑐 2 𝑓𝐷2
) 𝒟(𝜈 − 𝜈𝐷2 )
4𝜈

Eq. 26

+

−

𝑛 (𝜈) = 1 + (1 − 𝑃𝑥 /2) (

Δν 2

where 𝒟(𝜈 − 𝜈𝐷2 ) = (𝜈 − 𝜈𝐷2 )/((𝜈 − 𝜈𝐷2 )2 + ( 2 ) ) is the dispersion profile around the Rb D2 line
with buffer gas broadened linewidth Δν. Again, we see the dependence on the optically-induced atomic
polarization 𝑃𝑥 . For a linearly polarized probe, the difference between Eq. 25 and Eq. 26 gives rise to the
Faraday rotation of Eq. 23. For a linearly polarized probe, the difference between Eq. 25 and Eq. 26 gives
rise to the Faraday rotation of Eq. 23.
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Figure 32: (Left) Reflected intensity and phase versus laser frequency with no atoms. (Right) Reflected
intensity and phase versus laser frequency with atoms and intermediate length shift 𝐿2 → 𝑛+ 𝐿2.
A circularly polarized probe σ+ undergoes a phase shift 𝐸 (+) = 𝐸0 exp[−𝑖𝑘𝑛+ 𝐿2 ] while, at the same time,
the cavity resonance length changes from resonance condition 𝐿2 → 𝑛+ 𝐿2. In Figure 32 we show the
change of resonance condition induced by the atomic medium refractive index on a circularly polarized
probe. We are currently investigating the dependence of this feature on magnetic field in order to define
the advantages of cavity enhancement in the described strategy with detection in reflection.
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